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ABSTRACT 

 

The tools and techniques of data mining are being adopted by the industries to generate business 

intelligence for improving decision making. Education institutions are beginning to use data mining 

techniques for improving the services they provide and for increasing student grades and retention. This 

paper presents broad areas of applications in which educational data mining can be applied to e-learning. 

The application areas discussed in this paper are: 

 

 1) User modelling  

2) User grouping or profiling  

3) Domain modelling and  

4) Trend analysis.  

 

A MathsTutor for school students of 6
th

, 7th and 8
th

 grade is designed and implemented in 3 schools in 

Tamilnadu. The student data are taken for analysis for the above said areas. This helps teachers, policy 

makers, and administrators to understand how educational data mining work to support education related 

decision making. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Educational data mining (EDM) is a research area which utilizes data mining techniques and 

research approaches for understanding how students learn. Interactive e-learning methods and 

tools have opened up opportunities to collect and scrutinize student data, to ascertain patterns and 
trends in those data, and to formulate new discoveries and test assumptions about how students 

learn. Technology enhanced learning relies heavily on learning management systems (LMS) or 

course management systems (CMS). These LMS/CMS automatically record the key strokes of 

individual users as server logs. Mining these logs provide patterns to teachers to identify slow 

learners and can adjust teaching strategies.  

 

Data collected from  learning systems  can  be aggregated  over large numbers of students and  

can contain many  variables that data mining algorithms and techniques can explore for model 

building. 
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Educational data mining researchers [1][2] view the following as the goals for their research:  

 

1. Predicting students’ future learning behavior by creating student models that incorporate such 

detailed information as students’ knowledge, meta-cognition, motivation, and attitudes. 

 

 2. Discovering or improving domain models that characterize the content to be learned and 
optimal instructional sequences. 

 

 3. Studying the effects of different kinds of pedagogical support that can be provided by learning 

software; and  

 

4. Advancing scientific knowledge about learning and learners through building computational 

models that incorporate models of the student, the software’s pedagogy and the domain.  
 

To accomplish these goals, educational data mining research uses technical methods like 

prediction, clustering, relationship mining, modeling etc. As described in a practice guide of the 

Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences [3], working from student data can 

help educators both track academic progress and understand which instructional practices are 

effective. The guide describes also how students can examine their own assessment data to 

identify their strengths and weaknesses and set learning goals for themselves. 

 

This paper considers the MathsTutor [6] as an e-learning environment implemented for 

Tamilnadu State Board syllabus for the school students of grade 6
th
 to 8

th
 in the area of 

mensuration. The students learn the problem through examples, understand through doing 

exercises and test his knowledge through test. Each of these category has three types of problems 

(mental, simple, big) according to number of steps required for solving and knowledge 
requirement. The number of problems a student solves is 60(example-20+exercise-20+test-20). 

Sixty students of 6th grade participated in this project. So total of 3600 entries are stored along 

with the present status of student (like completed the learning material/completed how many 

problems in each category etc.) keystrokes, steps, results, feedback, number of hints used, time 

spent in solving a problem. This makes the data big and EDM tools are required for analysis. 

EDM is broadly explained in [7] to [16]. 

 
The following section describes how EDM can be applied in e-learning to improve the 

performance of students and institutions. 
 

2.APPLICATION AREAS FOR EDM 
 

Romero & Ventura[15] reviewed the EDM articles and suggested that future EDM research focus 

on the following aspects: 

 

 - integrate EDM tools with e-learning systems 

 - standardize data and models 

 - make EDM tools easier for educators and non-expert users 

 - customize traditional mining algorithms for educational context 

  

This section briefs about the application areas for EDM in e-learning systems. The screen shots 

are taken from the MathsTutor prepared for Tamilnadu State Board syllabus of 6
th
 to 8

th
 grade 

maths. 
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User Modeling 

 
User modeling encompasses what a learner knows, what the user experience is like, what a 

learner’s behavior and motivation are, and how satisfied users are with online learning. User 

models are used to customize and adapt the system behaviors to users specific needs so that the 

systems ‘say’ the ‘right’ thing at the ‘right’ time in the ‘right ‘way [5]. EDM can be applied in 

modeling user knowledge, user behavior and user experience.  

 

User Knowledge Modeling 

 
Inferring what content does a student know like specific skills and concepts or procedural 
knowledge and higher order thinking skills is known as user knowledge modeling. Knowledge 

can be inferred from accumulated data that represent the interactions between students and the 

learning systems such as correctness of student responses alone or in a series, time spent on 

practice, number and nature of hints requested, repetitions of wrong answers, and errors made. 

Such “inferences” can be made by a predictive computer model or by a teacher looking at student 

data on a dashboard. The Figure 1 shows the  

multistep solution performed by a student. The student log stores all the above said interactions 
between student and MathsTutor. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Screen shot from MathsTutor : Student solving  exercise problem. 

 

This modeling has been adapted to build adaptive hypermedia, recommenders systems, expert    

systems and intelligent tutoring systems. In intelligent tutoring systems, user knowledge models 

direct key operations, such as deciding which problems to give students. A popular method for 

estimating students’ knowledge is Corbett and Anderson’s knowledge tracing model [4], an 

approach that uses a Bayesian-network-based model for estimating the probability that a student 

knows a skill based on observations of him or her attempting to perform the skill. 
 

User Behavior Modeling 

 
Online learning systems log student data that can be mined to detect student behaviors that 

correlate with learning. User behavior modeling in education often characterizes student 

engagement. It relies on the same kinds of learning data used in predicting user knowledge plus 

other measures, such as how much times a student spent online (or on the system), whether a 

student has completed a course, attendance, tardiness, and sometimes a student’s level of 
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knowledge as inferred from his or her work with the learning systems or from other such data 

sources as standardized test scores. 

  

In this MathsTutor environment it is proposed to preprocess the student log from solving exercise 

problem to derive new attributes from hints used, correct/incorrect step(s), suggestions received 

 

User Profiling 

 
Profiling means grouping related users into categories using prominent characteristics. Then, 

these categories can be used to provide experiences to group of users or to make 

recommendations to the users. In education, data mining techniques, such as clustering and 

classification, are often used to sort out (or profile) students based on the kinds of personal 

learning data, on student demographic data or both. The Figure 2 shows the classification of 60 

students of grade 6 according to class label remark using J48 classifier in WEKA. 

  

 
 

Figure 2. J48 Classifier on student Test data in WEKA. 

 

The confusion matrix provides solution to the classification problem as 15 students got the 

remark Good, 17 students got the remark Excellent, 3 students got the remark Not Bad, 23 

students got the remark Very Good& 2 students got the remark Not Satisfactory. 
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Figure 3.EM cluster visualize 

 

The EM algorithm is used to create the cluster with a minimum size & density. This algorithm 

also handles the outlier problem. The result of training set using this algorithm is given in figure 

3. 
 

Domain modeling 

  
Domain modeling is largely experimental with the goal of understanding how to present a topic 

and at what level of detail. A domain model is often created to represent the key concepts that 

make up a subject or topic area like mathematics. The domain model also identifies the 

relationships among all key concepts or units of study.  Research in domain modeling in 

educational data mining investigates how learning is affected by differences in how a topic is 

divided into keys concepts at a particular level of generalization.  
 

In MathsTutor, mensuration part of mathematics is taken for the study. It covers a) metric 

measures, b) area, perimeter and volume of solid figures (square, circle, triangle, rectangle, 

parallelogram, etc.), various geometrical shapes (cone, cylinder, sphere etc.) 
  

The student module of this project covers learning material for each lesson and problems to be 

solved. The problems are categorized as example, exercise and test. In each category the 
problems are classified into Mental, Simple, and Big problems. After learning the lesson material 

the student has to go through example problems solved by the tutor with explanations. Then he 

enters into the exercise area where he has to solve the problem step by step and can get the help 

form tutor and receiving feedback for wrong step (Fig. 1). His understanding is checked in the 

test process, where he solves the problem without any help from the tutor.  

The domain modeling of this project is enhanced from the feedback got from the teachers. 

 

Trend Analysis 

 
In education, trend analysis helps answer such questions as what changes have occurred in 

student learning over time and how learning has changed. At the school level, trend analysis can 

be used to examine test scores and other student indicators over time to help administrators 

determine the impacts of policies. In educational data mining, trend analysis often refers to 

techniques for extracting an underlying pattern, which might be partly or nearly completely 
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hidden by data that does not contribute to the pattern (i.e., noise). This part is under study for our 

MathsTutor log data. 
 

This section has described broad categories of applications that exploit educational data mining to 

adapt and personalize learning and improve teaching. 

 

3.CONCLUSION 
 

This paper discussed about the applications of EDM that made predictions and recommended 
actions based on increased visibility into student actions.  The experiment is done on 6th grade 

Student log collected from MathsTutor for mensuration. This paper provides only limited number 

of screen shots applied on student data. By identifying the knowledge level  of a student and 

grouping them will make easier for the teacher to concentrate the areas for week students. As this 

system shows a good response and performance from 3 schools the administrators can provide e-

learning for other subjects also.  The unspecified part of this tutor is that the teacher plays a major 

role in inserting/updating the problems[6]. Each time a student enters he is going to get new set of 

problems. So application of EDM methods on student data opens up the possibility for students to 

develop skills in monitoring their own learning and to see directly how their effort improves their 

success. Teachers get views into students’ performance that assist them adapt their teaching or 

commence tutoring, tailored assignments, and the like. Using the data, administrators can make 

policies, execute programs, and adapt the policies and programs to progress teaching, learning, 

and completion/retention/ rates. 
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